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Unit – 1
Office Machines And Equipment
Learning Objectives
After reading this chapter, the students should be able to:
 Understand the objects Mechanization and advantages of Mechanization
 Discuss the factors in Selecting Office Machines and their use
 Compare leasing with purchase of office equipment
Structure
1.1
Meaning of Mechanization and Importance of Office Machines
1.2
Advantages of Mechanization
1.3
Factors in selecting office machines
1.4
Leasing Versus Purchasing of Office Equipment
1.5
Types of Office Machines
1.5.1 Office Computers
1.5.2 Dictating machines
1.5.3 Duplicators or Duplicating Machines
1.5.4 Photocopying Machines
1.5.5 Accounting Machines
1.5.6 Punched Card Machines
1.5.7 Addressing and Mailing Machines
1.5.8 Typewriters
1.5.9 Stenographic Machines
1.5.10 Other miscellaneous machines
1.6
Let’s sum-up
1.7
Key terms
1.8
Self-Assessment Questions
1.9
Further Readings
1.10
Model Questions

1.1 Meaning of mechanization and importance of office machines
Mechanization is the process of changing from working largely or exclusively by hand
or with animals to doing that work with machinery.
Equipments and machines have become an essential part of a modern office. A large
number of appliances and machines are used for speedy, accurate and efficient
performance of office activities. With fast technological development, there is
mechanisation in office operations resulting in increase of efficiency. The rapid increase
in the industrial activities has increased office work to the highest level. The machines
were invented to reduce monotony and increase the efficiency of works done. They help
Odisha State Open University
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to save time and labor. In modern offices, business completely depends upon the office
machine and equipment. It increases the level of operation, improves the performances,
safeguards the files, and increases the accuracy. Purchase, repair and maintenance of
office machines require big investment. It is the duty of office manager to select the
right type of machine. If they don’t select it properly then the office work won’t be
efficient and effective.
Importance of office machine
(i) To save labor: properly designed office machine saves labor. It helps in saving
labor cost. Machines work faster than men. Total wage bill can be reduced.
(ii) To save time: machines work faster than men. The office machine helps to save
time. The speed of official work is increased with the help of machine. It helps
in completion of work in a faster way. It increases efficiency and effectiveness
of work.
(iii)To provide accuracy: office machines works accurately. It increases in
accuracy in all types of works. It reduces the error, fatigue and helps in
supervision
(iv) To reduce chance of fraud: there may be barratry inside the organization.
Machines help to check for the accuracy and correct method of works done t
also keeps systematic records of all employees. Thus, it helps in reducing the
fraud
(v) To retrieve monotony of work: some jobs are routine in nature. They are
repetitive in nature. Repetitive works are monotonous. Office machine s help in
retrieving the monotony of the employees
(vi) To improve quality of work: office machines help to maintain the neatness,
accuracy and quality of work done.
(vii) To increase goodwill: when there is saving of labor and time and increment of
accuracy of works done, then there is less chances of errors and fraud which
improves the quality of work done and helps in satisfaction of customer and the
employees. This helps in increasing the goodwill of the office.
(viii) To lower operating cost: office machines reduce the operational cost. It helps
to reduce the wage bill. It also helps in reducing the excessive filing cost.

1.2 Advantages of mechanization
Mechanization has become an important part of modern office administrative process. It
offers many advantages, chief of which are as follows:
1. It is an accepted fact that the office work performed through labour-saving devices is
done at a greater speed than the same work done by clerks.
2. It is also seen that not only speedy work is possible, but also greater accuracy with
more economy.
3. The initial cost to introduce machines may be high. But in the long run the machine
work will prove to be cheaper.
Odisha State Open University
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4. Standardization, simplification and uniformity of work can be maintained.
5. The machine information is clear, complete, concise and correct. Mechanization
ensures accuracy of work.
6. Only few persons are required, if the office is mechanized; hence the labour cost is
reduced and space is also saved.
7. When the office is mechanized, a greater amount of overtime is also reduced.
8. When the office expenses are reduced, the amount thus saved can be utilized for
greater production.
9. From the management point of view, greater control is possible and much more
information is available.
10. By dealing with the customers correctly and punctually, the firm earns their
goodwill.
11. To a certain extent, fraud can be reduced.
12. Mechanization reduces the monotony of carrying out repetitive process which are
boring and time consuming.

1.3 Factors in selecting office machines
The decision to buy a particular type of machine should be based upon the requirements
of organization. Machines should not be purchased just because they are being
purchased by other organizations.
1. Simple in Operation: Easy operation of the machine, less fatigue to the operators
and good results are required. Operators may be trained effectively at less expense.
2. Flexibility: The machine must have flexibility to adopt for multiple purposes, when
the cost of the machine is high.
3. Durability: There are different people to work under different conditions and
therefore the machines must be strong and durable. Breakdown of the machine means
investment is waste.
4. Portability: In modern times, the size of the machine is reduced into portable size.
When the machines are small it is convenient to handle and easy to move from one
place to another.
5. Benefit: When manual labour is replaced by machine, greater accuracy and better
result must be produced. There must be a qualitative change in the office when a
machine is introduced.
6. Service: Quick repairs and proper maintenance are essential for continuous
performance of the machines. Service facility is an essential to be looked upon.
7. Operating Cost: When the machine is in operation, its operating cost must be
minimum. Cost of additional machines, if any, and supplies must be minimum.
8. Suppliers: When one goes to purchase a machine, the integrity and reputation of the
manufacturer may be carefully considered. The machine must be good at mechanical
qualities and guarantee over its performance.
9. Style: Pleasing design and color is preferred. When one looks at the machine, it must
be attractive, apart from satisfactory operation.
Odisha State Open University
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10. Cost: Generally when the cost increases, the performance will better. Cost of the
machine is comparable in term of savings in labour, low cast of repair and maintenance
etc.

1.4 Leasing versus purchasing of office equipment
Every office and business enterprise requires office equipment to ensure smooth
running of the business. Investing in office equipment for all types of businesses,
regardless of whether they are startups or well established, is necessary. But there is a
catch; small business owners usually do not have sufficient financial means to purchase
expensive office equipment. In such cases, leasing office equipment makes things easier
for the business owner to run the business without falling into a financial hole right
from the start. As for medium-scale businesses, sometimes purchasing the equipment
outright does not seem to be a viable option due to many underlying problems, so
leasing office equipment for a fixed term makes sense. When a company considers
getting new office equipment, there are different factors to consider apart from the
overall cost such as flexibility, tax deductions, maintenance, etc.
Buying: The Benefits
It's easier than leasing. Taking out a lease involves at least some paperwork, as
leasing companies often ask for detailed, updated financial information. They may also
ask how and where the leased equipment will be used. Also, lease terms can be
complicated to negotiate. And if the client (business firm) doesn’t negotiate properly, he
could end up paying more. Equipment leases often require the client to maintain
equipment according to the leasing company's specifications, and that can get
expensive. When client buy the equipment outright, he determine the maintenance
schedule himself.
Buying: The Downsides
The initial outlay for needed equipment may be too much. The business may have to
tie up lines of credit or cough up a hefty sum to acquire the equipment it needs. Those
lines of credit and funds could be used elsewhere for marketing, advertising or other
functions that can help grow business. Eventually, the company is stuck with outdated
equipment. A growing small business may need to refresh its technology in some areas
every 18 months.
A “lease” is defined as a contract between a lessor and a lessee for the hire of a
specific asset for a specific period on payment of specified rentals.
Types of Leases:
The different types of leases are discussed below:
1. Financial Lease:
Odisha State Open University
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This type of lease which is for a long period provides for the use of asset during the
primary lease period which devotes almost the entire life of the asset. The lessor
assumes the role of a financier and hence services of repairs, maintenance etc., are not
provided by him. The legal title is retained by the lessor who has no option to terminate
the lease agreement.
The principal and interest of the lessor is recouped by him during the desired playback
period in the form of lease rentals. The finance lease is also called capital lease is a loan
in disguise. The lessor thus is typically a financial institution and does not render
specialized service in connection with the asset.
2. Operating Lease:
It is where the asset is not wholly amortized during the non-cancellable period, if any,
of the lease and where the lessor does not rely for is profit on the rentals in the noncancellable period. In this type of lease, the lessor who bears the cost of insurance,
machinery, maintenance, repair costs, etc. is unable to realize the full cost of equipment
and other incidental charges during the initial period of lease. The lessee uses the asset
for a specified time. The lessor bears the risk of obsolescence and incidental risks.
Either party to the lease may termite the lease after giving due notice of the same since
the asset may be leased out to other willing leases.
3. Sale and Lease Back Leasing:
To raise funds a company may-sell an asset which belongs to the lessor with whom the
ownership vests from there on. Subsequently, the lessor leases the same asset to the
company (the lessee) who uses it. The asset thus remains with the lessee with the
change in title to the lessor thus enabling the company to procure the much needed
finance.
Merits of Leasing:
(i) The most important merit of leasing is flexibility. The leasing company modifies the
arrangements to suit the leases requirements.
(ii) In the leasing deal less documentation is involved, when compared to term loans
from financial institutions.
(iii) It is an alternative source to obtain loan and other facilities from financial
institutions. That is the reason why banking companies and financial institutions are
now entering into leasing business as this method of finance is more acceptable to
manufacturing units.
(iv) The full amount (100%) financing for the cost of equipment may be made available
by a leasing company. Whereas banks and other financial institutions may not provide
for the same.
(v) The ‘Sale and Lease Bank’ arrangement enables the lessees to borrow in case of any
financial crisis.
(vi) The lessee can avail tax benefits depending upon his tax status.
Odisha State Open University
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Demerits of Leasing:
(i) In leasing the cost of interest is very high.
(ii) The asset reverts back to the owner on the termination of the lease period and the
lesser loses his claim on the residual value.
(iii) Leasing is not useful in setting up new projects as the rentals become payable soon
after the acquisition of assets.
(iv) The lessor generally leases out assets which are purchased by him with the help of
bank credit. In the event of a default made by the lessor in making the payment to the
bank, the asset would be seized by the bank much to the disadvantage of the lessee.

1.5 Types of office machines
There are a lot of varieties of machines which are used in offices. These machines have
their own importance as their use differs from each other. The different machines in a
office are:

1.5.1 Office computers
These days the computer is the most commonly used machine in big offices. A
computer is a machine that can perform a variety of operations such as :
arithmetical calculations, comparison of data, storage of information, analysis of data
and preparation of diagrams and charts. The main component of computer is the
‘memory’ unit. The input data and ‘programmes’ are fed and remain available for
reproduction. With the help of Word Processing Programme one can compose letters,
memos, reports etc. visible on screen, edit them, save them and print as often as needed.
A document is given a file name and stored on disk or cassettes. One can produce an
error -free document as per his requirement.
The importance of computers in business includes money saved for various business
activities. For example, a small business can maintain a database of customers in its
computer. The business can then send coupons or special promotions to these customers
by email. Companies also save on paper costs when interacting through their computers.
Also, a small manufacturing company can automate part of its production line with
computers. The automation process would help the manufacturer cut back on labor
costs. Computers also help the businessman save time. For example, a businessman can
write a report, do a spell check, edit it and distribute the report in just a few hours--even
long distance. Computers in business allow for greater interaction among employees,
agencies, clients and customers. Managers can conduct conference calls, show training
videos and even conduct webinars or web-based seminars online with computers. This
inter-connectivity between businesses, clients or customers can even be administered
internationally. Human resource managers can more readily collect resumes from job
applicants through computers and the Internet. Worker productivity is also enhanced
through the use of computers. People used to write presentations by hand, then have a
Odisha State Open University
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secretary type up the presentation. Often, the manager's or employee's presentation
would sit in an "In" box along with other employees' projects. The secretary then, in
turn, typed up the presentations or information in the order she received it. Computers
allow workers to be much more productive than methods used in the past.

1.5.2 Dictating machines
One piece of equipment that may not seem essential to many people is the dictation
machine. Although speech recognition software continues to evolve, it is not without
pitfalls. Executives who need to draft letters, memos, and reports are best off dictating
the copy and recording it, since speaking is much faster than writing and can be done
while performing other tasks. The type of equipment chosen depends on the preferences
of the dictators, number of users, frequency of use, and budget. Some dictation
equipment uses cassette tapes, while more modern versions record digitally and even
use a phone system for recording. However the audio is recorded, this file is then
processed by another employee, who transcribes the audio into a written document and
saves, emails, or prints it. There are four types of dictating machines (a) The Electronic
Belt type, (b) Electronic disc type, (c) Electronic cylinder type, (d) Acoustic cylinder
type. In these types three machines are required: (i) Dictating machine, (ii) Transcribing
machine and (iii) Shaving machine.
The businessman dictates letters or reports in the dictating machine at any time at any
place. It records it in a special record. Then it is sent to the typist. The typist places the
record in the transcriber. He makes the necessary adjustments with regard to volume
and speed and then types the matter. The shaver is used to remove the record from the
above said belt or disc or cylinder. Thus the belt or disc or cylinder can be reused by the
dictator any number of times.
Advantages of Dictaphone
(1) The dictator can dictate matters at any time.
(2) It ensures speed and accuracy and saves time.
(3) The typist can type well without knowing short-hand.
(4) It increases accuracy and efficiency.
(5) Telephone dictation can also be recorded in dictaphone.
(6) It is portable, and like a book, can be carried anywhere.

1.5.3 Duplicators or duplicating machines
The type-writers can produce only a few copies of documents. Sometimes, the office
requires many copies of certain documents. There are many processes of copying out
records. The duplicating machines are used when several copies of documents are
required. Duplicating machines produce fewer copies than the printing press. The
various types of duplicating machines are as follows:
(i) Spirit Duplicators
Odisha State Open University
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It is also known as hectograph. The method is very simple. The master copy is prepared
on art paper by means of a hectograph carbon paper. A reverse image is obtained on the
back of the master copy. The master copy is fitted round the drum on the machine,
exposing the carbon image to the outside. The papers pass first under a pad dampened
with spirit. It is then passed against the master copy. The spirit on the paper dissolves a
very little of the carbon on the master copy and thus gives an impression on the copying
paper. The spirit on the paper dries very quickly, leaving the image on the paper. It can
be operated by hand or by electricity.
(ii) Stencil Duplicators (Mimeograph)
It is a common method of taking out copies of letters. In this system, a stencil is cut on a
typewriter or by hand (if by hand, a type of pencil known as stylus is used.) The typed
matter will be within the frame marked in the stencil. Also, when a stencil is cut, the
ribbon is so adjusted that the typist will cut the stencil directly with the letters (the
ribbon should not be in between the stencil and the letter or the ribbon is removed). Any
error, if happens, can be erased by using correcting fluid. The correcting fluid will dry
soon, and after that the correct letter or word can be typed on it. The cut stencil is placed
in a duplicating machine. The cylinder of the machine is inked with a special type ink.
The machine is rotated till the ink is spread over the rollers. There may be two trays on
each side. The tray on the one side carries papers of the correct size and the tray on the
other side receives the printed papers. When machine is switched on, the machine feeds
papers automatically, and after that leaves the printed paper on the other tray.
In the latest models, simply switching on the button gives the required number of copies
of the letter, as the copies produced are also counted automatically in the machine itself.
The stencil is removed and kept for reuse. This type of duplicators is inexpensive and is
a good system.
(iii) Photostat (Photographic duplicator)
This method can also be used whenever an exact copy of any document is required. In
this, photography of the documents is first taken out through camera. No dark room is
required for this. The produced copies are soon developed and when dried are ready for
use; copies of larger or smaller size than the original document can be taken in any
colour.
There are two processes. The contact process and the camera process. In the former
case, a box containing a frosted glass screen is used. The light and sensitized papers are
placed behind the screen with the document to be copied, placed face downwards on it.
The box is then closed, the light switched on for necessary exposure. Thus the negative
copy is produced. From this, the positive can be reproduced in the same way. In the
camera process, by use of camera document can be copied by using sensitized paper to
produce negative and also to produce positive copies.

1.5.4 Photocopying machines
Odisha State Open University
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Photocopying machine, also called Photocopier, any device for producing copies of text
or graphic material by the use of light, heat, chemicals, or electrostatic charges. The
need for a process other than wet photographic reproduction for copying documents
stimulated the invention of various techniques, notably the diffusion-transfer and dyeline processes. Advantages for photocopiers include making copies of pages quickly,
relatively cheaply and easy correlation of pages, while disadvantages include the need
for maintenance, annual servicing and the high cost to purchase.

1.5.5 Accounting machines
Accounting machines are later developments of simple adding machines. These
machines are used for dealing with cash book, journals, ledgers, costing abstracts, payroll making, billing, etc. as well as writing cheques, receipts, pay-in slips, etc.
Practically a huge variety of manual clerical jobs can be done by such machines. They
have great impact on general office administration because of greater speed and
accuracy in work, checking fraud and ensuring control.
Broadly speaking accounting machines are of two types: Key-operated and punchedcard. The latter type is meant for more of statistical work and data-processing.
Accounting machines are now common equipment in large officers. Loose-leaves and
cards are nowadays used increasingly in accounting instead of books and use of looseleaves and cards with proper control are accepted by tax and other authorities.

1.5.6 Punched card machines
The punched card machines are not a common sight in the offices of our country. They
are versatile and are used for a number of purposes. These machines perform clerical
operations like writing, copying, comparing and sorting.
These machines take up routines sales and purchase accounting, invoicing, cost
accounting, inventory control and wages calculation etc. The fundamental operation of a
punched card machine is the recording of each item of information on or separate card
by the mean of a punched hole.
A special arrangement of cards is designed for each particular job and a separate card is
made out for every item of information. These cards vary in size according to the
number of columns provided which may vary, and by a special arrangement the number
of columns can be as many as 160. Normally, separate equipment is needed for each
size of the card.
Advantages of Punched Card:
1. Versatility: Punched card machines can be used for a variety of purposes like cost
accounting, sales and purchase accounting, preparation of inventories, hence this
machines has a wide use in every business organisation.
2. Speed: Like many other machines, these machines ensure a great speed. It goes
without saying that the speed is of great and utmost importance in modern
organisations.
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3. Accuracy: These machines also ensure accuracy. Elimination of error from
accounting, cost control, invoicing and the other clerical routines lead to lesser clerical
cost and a better analysis of facts and figures.

1.5.7 Addressing and mailing machines
Addressing machine is generally used to print the address on envelopes, labels,
wrappers etc. In big concerns frequently letters have to be sent to the same customers.
For example, electric company, Gas Company, insurance company etc., has to send
bills, premium notices, etc., monthly to their customers. In such cases, it is a tedious job
to write or type out thousands of addresses. The addressing machine overcomes this
difficulty. It is a great time saver.
The addresses are stenciled or embossed on metal plates. When addresses are to be
written, these stencils, or plates are placed on the machine and allowed to pass through
the machine with the help of a lever, envelopes are fed one by one and the required
addresses are printed. The speed of the operation and the printing of correct address are
remarkable.

1.5.8 Typewriters
This is the most common machine used by every modern commercial office. This is so
familiar to everyone, that it need not be explained. The typewriter has superseded the
pen. The execution of work through a typewriter is accurate, legible and fast.
Typewritten letters are more attractive than handwritten letter. The following are the
types of typewriters generally used in firms.
(a) Portable machine: This type of machine is good for personal use. It is extremely
light. It is compact and is only three or four inches height. It can be kept in the drawer
of a table. During travels, it can be put in a small carrying case. This type of machine is
invaluable for professional people, who travel much.
(b) Standard and silent (noiseless) machine: Silent machines are quicker in action
than the standard typewriter. Standard machines are usually with Roman type or any
other type of specified letter. The standard machines are further developed as noise
proof at action. Such noiseless machines are invaluable as the typist can do the work in
the same room where the executive officer is also seated. But when the ordinary
typewriter is at operation, telephonic conversation becomes impossible. In these
machines, more copies can be taken out than in portable machines.
(c) Variable type machine: Typewriters which have different variety of style and size
of types are so adjusted that according to the requirements, the type of letters can be
changed italic type, small type, etc. Big size (bold type) types are used when the
correspondence is little and small type is used when the correspondence is lengthy. This
is useful particularly in preparing reports where different styles of types can be used to
distinguish one set from another.
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(d) Electric type machine: This type is now in general use. The expense is more. But
there are many advantages. The operator will have less fatigue. In one operation 20 or
25 copies can be obtained against 6 on standard typewriters. The operator need not exert
himself much, The typist can type faster.
(e) Automatic electric type machine:
It is an American invention. This type of typewriter is used when there is much circular
correspondence. The automatic typewriters are controlled by coded instructions
punched in paper tape or card recorded magnetically. The typist prepares original
record. This is done on a special machine and holes are cut on paper tape and instead of
letters, by the typist. These tapes are played back, through a recorder attached to the
typewriter. In a single roll 50 or 60 letters or as many paragraphs can be recorded. By
the operation of a push-button the particular letters or paragraphs are preselected and the
letters are typed automatically.At the predetermined point, the machine can be stopped,
if any additional paragraphs are to be inserted by the typist. The machine can also stop
at any point in the letter; and date, address, amount etc., can be typed out in their proper
place. Three or four machines can be operated at the same time by one operator.
This system is good when many circular or standard letters of personal touch are to be
sent out. If mistakes are made in the original record, they can be corrected by sticking a
slip on the wrong holes and retype to correct them.

1.5.9 Stenographic machines
The common practice is that shorthand typist takes dictation in his note-book and
transcribes it in letters. The officer sits along with his stenographer and dictates the
letters; the latter after taking them down types in letter pads, making the letters ready for
signature.The new invention of dictation machines has come into use. These types of
machines make it possible for the officers to dictate letters at their convenience.Then the
recorded tape is sent to the typist, who fixes the recorded tape on a reproducing machine
and types it by hearing the recorded dictation. The speed of the playback can be
adjusted to the speed of the typist through controls.There are many methods of making
outward correspondence ready. They are (a) giving dictation to a stenographer (b)
dictating directly to a typist, who types out at the same time (c) dictation to a
stenographic machine (d) recording a dictation in a dictation machine.Dictating
machines have become very popular nowadays. Replies to correspondence can be made
through the machines. The officer gives the dictation through a mouthpiece, which is
connected to the machine, and the message is impressed, on a cylinder or disc.The disc
or cylinder is placed on another machine; and through an earphone the dictated portion
is reproduced; and the typist types out the letter. The dictated message can be erased and
the disc can be reused. The speed can also be regulated according to the speed of the
typist.
Merits of Stenographic Machine
1. The executive can dictate or give reply even if the stenographer is absent.
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2. When the executive is in the mood to dictate, he can do so even if his steno is absent.
3. The number of clerks can be reduced.
4. Salary to stenographers is paid high and salary to typist is low. Instead of appointing
stenographers, typists can be appointed. It is more economical.
5. All stenographers may not be able to take dictation at a high speed. If the
stenographic machine is available, the executive can dictate the reply at any speed.
When the typist types, the speed of the tape or disc can be regulated.
6. It is usual that visitors may come often and often during the dictation and waste the
time of the stenographer. Such waste of time can be avoided.
Demerits of Stenographic Machine
1. Personal contact is neglected.
2. It is very difficult to make correction in Dictaphone.
3. Since tape or disc is used again and again, original records cannot be maintained. I
4. For efficient operation of the machine, the executive must be a good dictator. The
stenographic machine is portable and noiseless. The keyboard on the machine is pressed
down by the stenographer, when a word is heard. The machine is operated at a good
speed by a trained operator. The tapes are passed on to the typist, who is trained to read
and type from these tapes. This machine is very useful for recording at meetings,
reporting, etc.

1.5.10 Other Miscellaneous Machines
(i) Letter Opening Machine
It is a machine having a revolving knife edge which will slice a very thin part from one
edge of the envelope. The contents of the envelopes should be shaken to the other side,
so that contents may not be cut. The opening of the early morning letters becomes easy
by this machine; hundreds of envelopes can be opened within minutes.
(ii) Folding Machine
The letters after being signed, reach the dispatch section which sends them out, by
placing or housing them in envelopes. If a large number of letters are there, this
machine can be used to fold letters in one or two or three parallel folds with additional
cross folds at a greater speed.
(iii) Envelope Sealing Machine
This is a machine which automatically seals the envelopes. It will dampen the gummed
flaps of the envelopes; thus sealing of the envelopes becomes very easy.
(iv) Stamping Machine
In small concerns, this type of machine is used. Rolls of stamps are purchased from the
post office. The stamps are placed in the machine. Water is kept in a part of the
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machine. The stamps are automatically moistened and affixed on the envelopes as
required.
(v) Franking Machine
It is a machine, advantageously used in the dispatch department. The machine is
licensed by the post office. The payment of postage is made to the post office, in
advance for an agreed total of postage. The purchasing company has to be registered in
the post office and a number is allotted. After receiving payment, the franking machine
is issued. It has a meter, which reads out the amount of stamps, which the machine can
print. It has adjustments within to print the postage stamps required.
When cards and letters are fed into it, the required stamps (along with data, name of the
company and registration number) are printed on the post cards, envelopes, wrappers
etc. When the credited amount is exhausted, the machine automatically locks itself.
Then further an advance remittance is made to the post office to reset the machine for
further use.
(vi) Dating Machine:
Dates are written on the letters by this machine. It is mostly used in offices where a
large number of letters are written every day.
(vii) Laminating Machines
Laminating machines are generally underutilized in most offices. When someone has
gone to the trouble to print or copy a document, that document can be preserved by
heat-sealing two thin layers of clear plastic over each side. A piece of paper is inserted
into a laminating sheet, which is generally is twice the size of a standard document but
then folded in half. Enough of a margin remains on all sides of the document so that the
plastic melts to itself and creates a permanent seal. The document and plastic are
inserted into a special laminating sleeve that enables the document to pass through the
machine smoothly and keeps the melted plastic from getting stuck between the hot
rollers.
(viii) Telephone
It is an important instrument of modern office communication.
It facilitates speedy exchange of information. The customers and the firm can get into
touch with one another and talk directly. This is an external system which connects the
business house with the outside world such as, customers, suppliers etc.
In big offices where a large number of telephone messages are received, there will be a
telephone controlling room. Telephone messages are received by a telephone clerk. The
managers or the business executives can get useful information and give necessary
directions to other offices over the phone.
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(ix) Printer
A printer is any device that prints text or illustrations on paper. a printer is a peripheral
which makes a persistent human-readable representation of graphics or text on paper or
similar physical media. There are many different types of printers. In terms of the
technology utilized, printers fall into the following categories:
(a) daisy-wheel: Similar to a ball-head typewriter, this type of printer has a plastic or
metal wheel on which the shape of each character stands out in relief. A hammer presses
the wheel against a ribbon, which in turn makes an ink stain in the shape of the
character on the paper.Daisy-wheel printers produce letter-quality print but cannot
print graphics.
(b) dot-matrix: Creates characters by striking pins against an ink ribbon. Each pin
makes a dot, and combinations of dots form characters and illustrations.
(c) ink-jet: Sprays ink at a sheet of paper. Ink-jet printers produce high-quality text and
graphics.
(d) laser: Uses the same technology as copy machines. Laser printers produce very high
quality text and graphics.
(e) LCD & LED :Similar to a laser printer, but uses liquid crystals or light-emitting
diodes rather than a laser to produce an image on the drum.
(f) line printer: Contains a chain of characters or pins that print an entire line at one
time. Line printers are very fast, but produce low-quality print.
(g) thermal printer: An inexpensive printer that works by pushing heated pins against
heat-sensitive paper. Thermal printers are widely used in calculators and fax machines.
Printer Characteristics
Printers are also classified by the following characteristics:
(a) quality of type: The output produced by printers is said to be either letter
quality (as good as a typewriter), near letter quality, or draft quality. Only daisywheel, ink-jet, and laser printers produce letter-quality type.
(b) speed: Measured in characters per second (cps) or pages per minute (ppm), the
speed of printers varies widely. Daisy-wheel printers tend to be the slowest,
printing about 30 cps. Line printers are fastest (up to 3,000 lines per minute). Dotmatrix printers can print up to 500 cps, and laser printers range from about 4 to 20
text pages per minute.
(c) impact or non-impact: Impact printers include all printers that work by striking
an ink ribbon. Daisy-wheel, dot-matrix, and line printers are impact printers. Nonimpact printers include laser printers and ink-jet printers. The important difference
between impact and non-impact printers is that impact printers are much noisier.
(d) graphics:Some printers (daisy-wheel and line printers) can print only text. Other
printers can print both text and graphics.
(e) fonts : Some printers, notably dot-matrix printers, are limited to one or a few fonts.
In contrast, laser and ink-jet printers are capable of printing an almost unlimited
variety of fonts.
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1.6 Let’s sum-up
There are a large number of machines and appliances which may be used for different
operations in an office. They make for the accuracy and speed of operations, reduce
work tensions and relieve monotony and fatigue. There are different machines used in
offices viz. typewriters, stenographic machines, dictating machines, duplicators,
computers, etc. Each machine are having different variants or models. These machines
have to be chosen on the basis of use, flexibility, durability, operating cost etc.

1.7 Key terms






Mechanization
Lease
Dictating machines
Duplicators
Accounting machines

1.8 Self-assessment questions
1. What are the uses of computers in business?
Ans. __________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
2. Explain the factors which should be considered for introducing mechanization of
office work.
Ans. _________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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1.9 Further readings
1. R.K.Chopra and Priyanki Gauri, Office Management, Himalaya Publishing House,
Mumbai.
2. V Balachandran and V Chandrasekaran, Office Management, Tata McGraw Hill,
New Delhi

1.10 Model questions
1. Discuss the advantages of mechanization in an office.
2. “Office Automation involves huge capital investment.” Discuss.
3. What factors would you take into account in deciding whether to go in for labour
saving devices for office?
4. Describe the working of any three office machines of modern time. Do you feel that
excessive mechanization of office robs the employees of their creative zeal?
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Unit-2
Office stationery and supplies
Learning Objectives
After reading this chapter, the students should be able to:
 Understand the meaning of Stationery and its importance
 Discuss the centralized and decentralized systems of purchasing stationery and
office supplies
 Elaborate the Methods of purchasing stationery and supplies and narrate the
purchase procedure of Stationery and supplies
 Point out the importance of storage and principles of storage applicable to office
stationery and supplies
Structure
2.1 Meaning of Stationery and its Importance
2.2 Need to control office stationery and supplies
2.3 Essential requirements to keep down stationery cost
2.4 Guidelines for the selection of stationery and supplies
2.5 Continuous Stationery
2.6 Centralized and Decentralized Purchasing of office stationery
2.7 Methods of purchasing stationery
2.8 Purchase procedure of stationery
2.9 Meaning of storage of stationery and supplies
2.10 Guidelines for Effective Stationery Handling In Office
2.11 Issue of stationery and supplies
2.12 Control of consumption of stationery
2.13 Let’s sum-up
2.14 Key terms
2.15 Self-Assessment Questions
2.16 Further Readings
2.17 Model Questions

2.1 Meaning of stationery and its importance
Stationery, precisely the office stationeries, is a group of commodity which is used to,
or which is needed to, do the office job for completing the office job, as per the
requirement and specification. Every office has to maintain certain records, both in the
form of filings, and in the way and method of information technology. These records
which has to be filed for a longer duration of time, has to be typed and preserved for a
longer duration of time. This gives birth to, or thus arises the need of office stationeries.
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2.2 Need to control office stationery and supplies
One can-not think of running an office without stationeries and office supplies. Office
stationeries are those expendable items which are necessary for and consumed in the
daily operations but do not generally enter into finished product. Office stationeries and
supplies comprise of office forms, letter-heads pads, rough-work pads, envelopes,
pencils, pens, erasers, pins, tags, files and folders. Office stationeries occupy a key
position in the office activity because proper and efficient use of stationeries and
supplies brings the following advantages to the firm.
(a) It provides better service at lowest cost.
(b) It occupies 30-40% of the non-salary cost and therefore is viewed seriously by the
management.
(c) It facilitates smooth functioning of office work.
The need for proper control of stationeries arises because it will cause the following
difficulties to the firm.
1. Excessive Investment
Unless there is a proper control of stationeries, it will cause excessive investment in
stationeries. The work may be suspended or could be managed through local purchase,
if there is no control over stationeries.
2. Wastage
A great deal of losses is caused due to careless handling, defective store-keeping,
indifferent issuing and indiscrimate using of stationeries. A good system of stationery
control enables proper use of stationeries and therefore avoids all possible wastages.
3. Inferior Quality and High Price
In the absence of systematic control of stationery a higher price is paid and products of
inferior quality are purchased. So a proper and efficient control of stationeries enables to
get fair price for stationery and better quality products.
4. Disorderly Arrangement
The stock of stationery may not be arranged systematically if a proper method of
stationery control is, followed. Such unsystematic arrangement of stationery puts a lot
of difficulties in locating a particular stationery at the time of need. So a system of
stationery control ensures proper arrangement of office supplies and stationeries.
5. Deterioration
Without proper stationery control there will be large quantity of stationery. The
maintenance of large quantity of stationeries involve consumption of those stationeries
over a long period of time. This long period consumption facilitate deterioration in the
quality of stationery. Thus a systematic control over the stationery is needed.
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6. Provision for Right Type of Stationery
Right type of stationery should be purchased because defective and improper quality of
stationery decreases the quality of work.
The essentials of good system in the use of stationery involve:
(a) Sufficient buying of stationery in right quantity.
(b) The issue system of stationery should be planned in such a manner that it should
check wasteful consumption.
(c) The storing of stationery should be done in such a manner that it should make best
possible use of space.
(d) Maintenance of as little stock as possible.

2.3 Essential requirements to keep down stationery cost
With many companies becoming more and more efficient with the management of their
time and money, cost cutting has garnered tremendous importance. There’s a plethora of
companies that are seeking out ways to cut costs and prevent wasteful spending instead
of splurging incessantly on stationery items that have a viable market. Here’s a lowdown of some worthwhile tips to save money when a company is looking to buy office
stationery, while still getting the pertinent items for the business. The following
suggestions can help the manager to keep down stationery cost.
1. Forge a definitive plan for next year/month
Before making any impulsive buying decision, firstly assess the amount of stationery
each employee in the organization requires/would use. Especially when a company is
dealing with an office which houses a lot of employees, it always pays to plan ahead of
time so that the office manager can buy in bulk and get a lot of discounts on wholesale
stationery items. Also, if it suits manager, he can choose an avenue from where he will
supposedly buy all stationery supplies. There are two ways of doing this- Either go with
the offline brick-and-mortar stores or shop online via E-commerce portals. There are
many websites that sell office stationery online in India..
2. Keep a tab on ordering habits
The manager should prepare regular reports which highlight what stationery items have
been ordered. It’s a great way to start off on cost cutting routine and it will let people
know that the company is serious about controlling the office supplies and stationery
budget. Preparation of graphical reports is a trendy way of dealing with nagging issues
such as irrelevant spending on stationery and it helps spot duplication of items. If the
supplier is web-based or has an online presence, the manager should check details of
what has been ordered and who ordered it and at which date/time, etc.
3. Stick to company standard products
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The manager should decide upon what kind of stationery items are required at the
workplace. If there’s a particular brand that fits into company’s criteria of all the
necessity stationery supplies at organization, then stick to it.
4. Always remember: Quality comes first
The age-old adage- quality is always better than quantity stands true to this day. A
quality stationery item simply means that the product will be durable and pan out to be
cost efficient withstanding the test of time. That being said, there are a lot of products in
the market that come with varied price tags ranging from really low to very expensive.
The manager always should take into consideration the price factor of the product that
which is going to be used, as well as focus on the quality aspect of the products in
tandem with their pricing.
5. Encourage responsible usage
Effective use and conservation of available resources at the disposal is the precursor to
cut stationery costs. To begin with, the manager should shoot an email to all the
employees at the workplace and gently highlight the importance of using stationery
items judiciously in an eco-friendly manner. He should list out the perils of wastage of
resources and how it seeds environmental degradation.
If employees are informed about their environmental obligations and responsibilities to
improve the carbon footprint, it will certainly provide a fillip in sustaining the
environment and will prove cost effective to the organization in the long run.
2.4 GUIDELINES FOR THE SELECTION OF STATIONERY AND SUPPLIES
Office stationeries, broadly, can be divided into three categories:

As evident from the chart, the items, certain examples of which are stated, are classified
into the durable consumables and adhesives category. Here a brief study and
introduction is needed to distinguish between the durables and consumables. Items like
pin, clips are consumables and within no time these items are consumed, however it is
not sure and known when the entire packet of clip purchased will be consumed, and at
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what point of time it will be consumed. Hence till the moment it is not consumed it
remains as it is—it falls into the consumable category. The definition would make the
understanding of the subject very clear. Consumables are those items which are used by
the office very quickly, in a very short period of time and which cannot be re-used.
Durables are those items which find a constant use and which remain in its shape, form
and size for a very longer period of time. These items can be re-used or these are often
used. Adhesives are those items which are used to stick, paste or fix something. These
items are usually chemicals or made of chemicals used on a particular surface for
affixing, or fixing or pasting a commodity.
Hence the definitions and explanations make it clear about the types of office
stationeries used in the office on day-to-day basis.
Having discussed the three categories of stationeries mentioned above, let us study the
type of stationeries and the various forms of stationeries.
Papers: Papers are of four types i.e A4, A3, B4, and B3. These are the following four
types of papers which are occasionally and mainly used in any office. A4 is smaller than
A3 and A3 is smaller than A2 size of paper; B4 is smaller than B3 and B3 is smaller
than B2. A4 and A3 paper are mostly used by every office located and situated at India.
These papers are manufactured and supplied by Gesteter (I) Ltd, JK Papers, Birla
Papers etc. These papers are specially used by the Government departments for typing
etc. A3 papers are used for typing the large documents which can be a statement chart
etc. B3 and B4 papers are slightly longer in length and breadth as compared to A4 and
A3 papers. These are thicker and a bit more denser as compared to A3 and A4 papers.
These are basically used for Xerox and for the purpose of duplicating etc.
Stencils: Stencils are of two types:
(a) The back cover stencils
(b) Without front cover stencils paper
The back cover stencil has a cover at the back. It has the main paper, in which certain
dimensions are inscribed on the front page, and is supported by a carbon paper in the
middle. If any matter has to be duplicated the stencil is inserted into the type-writer for
typing. While typing, if there is any mistake of words that has occurred, it can be
corrected with a correction fluid and the spelling or the words can be corrected easily.
Once the entire matter is typed then the back cover is torn off and the stencil is put or
inserted into the duplicator to get the duplicated copies, The other form of stencil paper
is the without front cover stencil. In this the front cover is not there at all and a carbon
paper is affixed to the back cover.
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This is inserted in a scanning machine to scan the matter of duplication, so that the
matter to be duplicated is seen on the paper. After the matter is scanned, the carbon
paper is inserted into the duplicating machine, so that the duplicating matters are into
our hand. The back cover here is torn off before inserting the paper into the duplicating
machines.
Carbons: These are basically a paper which is black in color or blue in color at one side
and a silver screen forming layer in the other side. The silver screen side of the paper is
inserted into the typewriter, facing the characters of the typewriter, along with the paper
in which the impression of the type-writer or the matter to be printed is obtained.
The character of the type-writer into the screen and the impression formed on the carbon
is printed on the paper. Carbons in India are manufactured by GESTETNER, J. K.
PAPERS, CAMLIN (I) LTD to name a few.
Erasers: Erasers are obtained in two forms:
1. Fluids for correction
2. Whiteners for covering the spelling or words.
Fluids are liquids, made of chemicals, which are sprayed over the stencils, while typing
a matter on stencils duplicating.
The fluid used over a spelling or a word typed by mistake forms a very thin layer of
screen and the layer is microscopic. This cannot be seen by an ordinary eye.
After the fluid dries up, the screen formed used on the word or the spelling typed
wrongly also dries up. Then the correct words are typed which are inscribed on the
screen. This is how the fluid helps in correction on a stencil paper.
Whiteners are commonly known as “Erax”. These come along with a thinner, which is
used to liquidity the whitener, if it solidifies when in contact with the air.
Whiteners are spread on the characters wrongly typed, or on the spelling wrongly typed,
and it is allowed to dry. Once dried, the same space is reset in the typewriter for
retyping the words or the character correctly.
Durables: In the durables, the commodities like stapler, punching machines, paper
weights etc. needs neither any description nor any introduction. These commodities, if
seen once, are good enough to understand what are they and what is the mechanism.
These commodities are stored, used and maintained for a very longer duration of time,
hence they are known as durables.
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Adhesives: Adhesive are items like the tapes, quick-fix, etc. These are also made of
chemicals and they are used in the office for fixing certain envelopes, parcels etc. which
have to go out of the office.

2.5 Continous stationery
Continuous stationery means a form set used in the office. It comprises of various forms
like invoices and special accounting forms, printed and supplied in continuous strips.
According to J.C. Denyer continuous stationery means "as a device whereby office
forms are produced in continuous strips and where separate forms are usually divided
from one another by perforations and where; several copies are usually obtained by the
use of various copying methods."
The use of continuous stationeries simplifies the work of office employees and increases
their output. When invoice forms are printed and bound in pads the typist is required to
interleave the invoice forms with carbon tear off a set of forms, feed them in the
machine and remove the carbon after the typing work. In this process a lot of time can
be saved.
Continuous stationeries are of 3 types like single stub-type, fan type or (Z type) and
continuous semi-strip. In single stub-type stationery forms are printed in the form of
continuous roll and there are no perforations and forms are form off by a metal cutting
edge after use. In fan fold stationery the forms are divided from one another by
perforations both horizontally and vertically. When number of copies opened, it looks
like a fan and thus called fan fold stationery. In continuous semi-strip, bottom sheet of
each sheet is attached to the following set by perforations. This is used with or without
carbon paper.
Advantages
The use of machine has necessitated greater use of continuous stationery because its use
bring efficiency to the small, medium and large scale business units. The various
advantages of continuous stationery are:
(a) When continuous stationery is used it is not teared from the pad and the clerk need
not inter leave the carbon, so it saves time and money. As a great deal copies can be
prepared at the- same time, it saves time.
(b) It increases the organizational efficiency.
(c) With the use of continuous stationery the user does not feel tired.
(d) It helps in speed use of accounting machine and addressing machine.
Disadvantages
(a) After the operation of continuous stationery, it is very difficult to make alterations
and corrections.
(b) It is not economical and therefore small firms can- not afford for its use.
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(c) In friction of forms it will amount to a great deal of spoil.
(d) The last copy become faint and thus brings difficulty in reading.

2.6 Centralized and decentralized purchasing of office stationery
A purchase of stationeries is generally done by two methods:
(1) Centralised Purchase or
(2) Decentralised Purchase.
Let us understand what is at first, the centralised system of purchase:
Now suppose the main office of the company, say TOMCO, is situated at Mumbai. It
purchases the stationeries from the main office, situated at Mumbai, and it supplies
these stationeries to all the offices, i.e., the Zonal Office, and the Area Office under the
Zonal Office. This system of purchasing the stationeries by the Main Office alone, for
the entire office under it, and supplying the stationeries to the various offices under it is
known as centralised purchasing. This system of purchase does not find favour
nowadays, for purchasing items like the stationeries etc. Hence the main office, which is
also known as the Head Office, gives certain power to the Zonal Office and the Area
Office under the Zonal Office, to purchase the stationeries, as and when required, under
certain amount, which we call a “ceiling amount”.
A ceiling amount is the amount fixed by the Head Office which entails the purchaser
not to buy anything above the amount that is fixed for spending on the particular head
for that particular item. This method of purchase, where certain limits are fixed by the
Head Office for the offices under them to buy certain items or commodities for office
use, is known as the “Decentralised” system of purchase. Generally, all over the
country, the purchasing of stationeries are done by the system of decentralized
purchases.

2.7 Methods of purchasing stationery
Purchase of stationery in the office or the organization is done by the following
methods:
1. Local Purchase
2. Purchase by the rate contract
3. Buying from the same suppliers
4. Purchases by Tenders.
We shall describe each method in details:
1. Local Purchase:
This type of purchases is done in the local area, i.e. the area within the limit of the
municipality corporation in the city, town, or the district. These take place instantly or
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immediately when there is an urgent requirement of a particular commodity of routine
nature. An indent is raised for the commodity to be purchased and, after receiving the
approval by the competent authority of that office, the material is purchased. This type
of purchase is suitable for the items which are of routine nature and where the cost is
less or bare minimum.
2. Rate Contract:
This type or this system has gained importance in the Public Sector Undertakings, and
the Government Sectors. Here, any organization furnishes on the newspaper, or they get
in touch with the suppliers directly, by the yellow pages etc., about the items that will be
required to be purchased. The suppliers are asked to quote their own rates along with the
information on the taxes etc. for the items that they can supply.
In the rate contract system, the supplier who gets the contract has to supply the materials
at the same rate, over a period of time, say 12 months, irrespective of the rates being
revised, changed, escalated, gone high etc. Hence, before quoting, the suppliers should
take the entire trend of the market over a period of time, and he should take into account
the cyclical and the business changes before quoting his price. Once the price is quoted,
and the supplier enters into a rate contract with a firm, he cannot alter the rates. This
type of purchase is useful as the organisation has a few suppliers to supply them the raw
materials, at any point of time.
3. Buying from Same Suppliers:
Its depend on the relationship between the company and the supplier. If the suppliers
have been supplying good quality material at lower price compared to others, then the
company should stick to existing suppliers. But the company should also check the
prices quoted by others especially when the quantity is in bulk. Buying from the
existing suppliers will enhance the faith and subsequently he will become loyal to the
company.
4. By Tender:
A tender is a notification by a buyer, either in the dailies, or by the method of
communication, about the requirement of buying certain commodities, by the buyer
from the suppliers in the open market under certain terms, conditions and the time, for
the suppliers to supply certain commodities to the buyer. One who wants to participate
in the tender has to fulfill all the obligations required by the buyer. The buyer has to
open the tender on a specified date, in front of the buyers and has to declare the prices
and the other information as quoted by the various suppliers.
Once the material is supplied, the materials are checked, inspected by the buyer before
acceptance and the payments are released as per the terms and conditions set by the
buyers.
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2.8 Purchase procedure of stationery
Generally, the office manager has to purchase the stationery and supplies. There may be
centralized purchasing system or decentralized purchasing system. Even though, there is
a standard purchasing procedure. The common purchasing procedure for stationery is
given below.
1. The user departments or sections have given purchase requisitions.
2. Sometimes, the storekeeper may inform the purchase officer to buy the stationery
items, which have reached the minimum level.
3. The purchase officer may place the order by considering the rate of use of stationery
and the balance of stock in hand.
4. Re-order quantity is taken into account for placing an order.
5. The purchase officer has to consider offer, discount, price, after sales service, quality,
design and the like.
6.The purchase officer makes enquiries from the suppliers about the terms and
conditions of supply and asks for price lists, quotations etc after deciding the type of
stationary required
7.The purchase officer has to prepare the comparative statement based on price lists,
quotations and samples sent by the suppliers.
8.The purchase officer can commence negotiations with suppliers based on lowest price
quoted by the supplier.
9.The supplier has decided the terms and conditions for supply of stationery items and
purchasing officer, then an order has been placed with the selected supplier in a
prescribed form.
10.The purchasing order contains the details like quantity, quality, rate, time of delivery,
terms of payment etc.
11.The purchasing officer or the office manager may sign the order.
12.The purchase officer also takes the follow up action if there is any delay in the
delivery of stationery items.
13.The purchase officer has to check up the stationery items whether they are supplied
according to order or not.
14.After receiving the stationery items, entries are made in the stationery stock register
under appropriate heads.
15.Then, the purchase officer has to inform the department, which requisitioned the
stationery regarding receipt of the same from the supplier.

2.9 Meaning of storage of stationery and supplies
Stationery items for any office are kept and stored in almirahs. Every almirah has
compartments, along with a locker. Important items like Punching Machines, Staplers,
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Paper Weights, etc. which expensive and have a very long use can be stored in the
locker of the almirah. Items like the pen, refills, etc. should be stored in the locker.
Routine items like pins, clips, papers etc. can be kept into different compartments in the
almirahs. The stationeries should be under the control of the Chief Administrative
Manager, in the Administrative Department, and it should be issued by the said
department. A proper record of the receipt and the issues of the stationeries items
should be maintained in the office for the purpose of Auditing.

2.10 Guidelines for effective stationery handling in office
Stationery handling is one of the important aspects of control of stationery. There is a
possibility of avoiding wastage and ensuring continuous supply if the stationery is
issued under proper procedure.
The issue of stationery should be as per the needs of the office and there is a little
control on stationery.
The following steps may be taken to fix the issue procedure for stationery.
1. Indent
The every issue of stationery should be based on requisition. The departments can
prepare an indent whenever there is a need of stationery. The departmental heads should
sign the indent. The storekeeper can issue the stationery after receiving indent. No issue
will be made without indent.
2. Issue Time
A time is fixed for issue of stationery. It may be an hour is a day. The issue time should
be communicated to every department. If there is any change of issue time which should
be communicated without any delay. The absence of issue time leads to inefficiency in
operation affects the control system and involves more labour in the activity. The issue
may be made in first come first issued basis. It avoids confusion and regularity in the
issue of stationery. However, in case of emergency, the issue may be made at any time
to required people.
3. Delivery
The storekeepers can deliver stationery at the work place of every department. There is
no need of deputing any person to get the stationery items from the stores by the
departments. This saves time, labour and pilferage.
4. Issue Quantity
Every stationery is to be issued in a specified quantity. There must be a unit of
measurement for stationery. The paper may be issued in ream, pens, pencils, cutters,
erasers and the like are issue in dozens. Gum is issued in number. This unit of
measurement facilitates stock control and helpful to both stores and departments.
5. Accounting
Both stores and department should prepare the accounts for stationery. The storekeeper
maintains the issue registers. The Issue Register is to be updated with every issue of
stationery. The physical stock should tally with the Issue Register. Likewise, each
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department should maintain stationery register, make entries for receipt, issue, and
balance in the register to keep the stationery stock up to date. Issue register contains the
details like date, indent number, indenting department, quantity issued etc. Proper
entries should be made in Issue Register for effective control system.
6. Stock Maintenance
Stock levels for each stationery items are fixed and maintained. The stationery items
should be purchased at regular intervals in order to maintain required stock levels.
Required stock levels ensure continuous supply of stationery. This should be a
continuous activity. The department should not be allowed to receive the stationery
without indent. Drawings of the stationery will be honored depending upon the honesty
and sincerity of the person drawings the stationery.

2.11 Issue of stationery and supplies
The stationeries items can be issued basically by two different methods:
In the Requisition Department, the Head of the department issues a circular to all the
employees working in the department to furnish a list of the stationeries, in number, or
in units, that will be required by each employee.
The requirement of the stationeries by all the employees is sent to the issue department.
One particular employee in each department is given the responsibility by the
departmental head to take the charge of the stationeries and maintain a record of the
issue of the same.
The second method is the Requisition—Individual. In this method, each employee is
asked to furnish the statement of the stationery items that they would be using during
every month. The list is collected by the one who issues the stationeries and a record is
maintained by them of the stationeries issued by them.
The following procedure is maintained while issuing stationery:
(a) Stock of stationery will be issued on receipt of a written requisition signed by the
appropriate authorities.
(b) Care should be taken to ensure that the requisition contains actual quantity of stock.
(c) All types of issue of stationery will have a record on bin card.
(d) Stock should be delivered to the person making requisition. The stockeeper will
arrange delivery of stationery to the concerned person at the work place.
(e) Storekeeper should be empowered to reduce the quantity stated in requisition.
(f) Issues are to be undertaken in specified units like a dozen of pens, six refills and 100
sheets of paper. No fractional issue will be allowed.
(g) Some special types of stationery are issued only when the substances of old ones are
returned.
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2.12 Control of consumption of stationery
It is general perception that stationery is for consumption. Its not about irrational
consumption but it is all about rational consumption because stationery is costly for the
office. The following steps can be taken by office manager to control the consumption
of stationery.
1. Consolidate the stationery purchasing so that each department must request
new stationery from one person. This helps control costs by making sure that orders
aren't duplicated and gives the ability to consolidate several order requests into one. For
example, if one department needs special thank-you cards while another needs an
invitation order the two together for a volume discount at the printing house.
2. Store stationery in a central location. The manager must monitor the location on a
regular basis to check the inventory. He should create an inventory list that prompts him
to order items when they reach a certain level. For example, when manager notices the
last box of letterhead was opened, it's time to order more.
3. Track the dates of stationery orders to create an estimated date for making the
order. This is just a guideline, but it helps the manager to manage overuse. If he has to
reorder envelopes a month earlier than expected, this may be a red flag that one
department is hoarding envelopes or someone is taking them home for personal use.
4. Reuse old stationery to reduce costs on notepads or test copies. This means
manager needs to reorder note pads and copy paper less often, helping him manage
those items. He should ask employees to take paper printed on one side that they don't
need anymore — such as notes from last week's presentation — and cut it in half
horizontally. They can staple the pages together at the top with the printed sides facing
down to recycle old stationery into usable note pads.

2.13 Let’s sum-up
Office stationery include all those items which are consumed in daily operations of the
office such as paper, carbon, ribbons, pencils, eraser etc. The stationery cost can be kept
down by keeping optimum stocks, efficient purchasing and storage and control of issue
system. Stationery items should be standardized. Purchasing may be made by tender,
rate contracts, buying from same suppliers and local purchasing. Adequate attention
should be given to the storage of the stationery and supplies. Proper storage will ensure
minimum losses, ease of stock taking and issue, and instant availability of stock position

2.14 Key terms






Stationery
Centralized Purchasing
Tender
Quotations
Indent
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Re-order Quantity

2.15 Self-assessment questions
1. Discuss the different methods of purchasing stationery.
Ans. _________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
2. Briefly describe the procedure of purchasing of office stationery and supplies.
Ans. _________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

2.16 Further readings
1. R.K.Chopra and Priyanki Gauri, Office Management, Himalaya Publishing
House, Mumbai
2. V Balachandran and V Chandrasekaran, Office Management, Tata McGraw
Hill, New Delhi

2.17 Model questions
1. Discuss “Office Stationery and supplies” in relation to “cost control” in an
office.
2. As an office manager, suggest the steps which can be taken to control the
consumption of stationery.
3. Differentiate between centralized and decentralized purchasing of stationery.
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UNIT-1
OFFICE MACHINES AND EQUIPMENT
1. What are the uses of computers in business?
Almost every business uses computers to complete daily tasks. From making contact
with clients to inputting data for reports, computers allow businesses a more efficient
way to manage affairs when compared to traditional paper and manila folders.
Businesses use a variety of different types of computers such as desktops, laptops,
servers, smartphones and tablets, depending on their needs. With computers, employees
are able to work anytime, anywhere. The uses of computers in offices or businesses are
as follows:
Communication: Communication is key when gaining and maintaining clients and
other important contacts. Computers give businesses access to email, instant messaging
and custom customer contact systems. Computerized phone systems allow for
automated support during off hours and a virtual operator can quickly direct callers to
the correct department for faster support.
Marketing: Computers allow businesses to create websites, stunning ads and complete
marketing campaigns. Marketing videos can be edited and custom ads created in-house
with the use of specialized software. Businesses can completely develop and manage
websites with their own servers or connect remotely to a third-party business to upload
their latest content such as articles, product images and blog posts.
Accounting: Accounting without computers presents a high risk for human error.
Accounting software allows businesses to simply input their financial data and instantly
see gains and losses. All necessary tax reports are available the moment the data is
entered. Using computers for invoicing, managing expenses and calculating payroll is
vital for ensuring financial data is as accurate as possible.
Storage: Instead of filing cabinets, businesses are able to store millions of files using
computers and servers. Data can be stored centrally for easy access from multiple
computers or stored locally for individual use. Computerized storage saves space and
provides a far more efficient organization strategy. With encryption, passwords and
replace keys, data remains secure.
Documents and Reports: Most businesses have some sort of productivity software
which typically includes a word processor and spreadsheet application. These two
programs allow businesses to create reports, memos, tutorials and even colorful ads for
company events. Spreadsheet applications give businesses the chance to organize,
manage and calculate both numeric and alphabetic data. With charts and graphs,
reporting becomes visual instead of text-based.
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Education: Businesses use computers to help educate employees on software, company
policy, standard procedures and safety. Instead of hiring teachers, computers can be
used to educate employees at their own pace or through an online webinar with live
questions and answers. This form of education fits the busy schedules of businesses
without sacrificing the quality of the education.
Research: From learning more about the competition to discovering what customers
really want, research isn't as difficult as it once was, thanks to computers. Search
engines, forums, social networks and industry specific websites provide businesses with
a wealth of information and research data.
2. Explain the factors which should be considered for introducing mechanization
of office work.
Modern office requires many machines and equipment for effective performance of
assigned work. A large number of machines and equipment are available in the open
market. These are used for different operations in an office. In the fast developing
globalized business world, the application of machines and equipment is indispensable.
The reason is that there is a need of speedy, accurate, and efficient performance of
office work. The extent of utilization of office appliances (i.e. machines and equipment)
helps to reduce monotony, fatigue, and operating costs. Moreover, machines and
equipment help human brain in efficient management of office operations. Hence, these
machines and equipment are treated as labor helping devices or labor saving devices.
Factors affecting mechanization of office
According to J.C.Denyer, the utilization of machines in an office requires some amount
of human operation, supervision and regular maintenance and the operators of these
machines usually require special training before they can operate the machines.
Therefore, the office work cannot be mechanized blindly.
The following factors should be considered at the time of mechanization of office work.
1. The procedure is adopted at present to perform a job and the extent of increasing
efficiency if mechanical devices are introduced.
2. There must be a sufficient work for full utilization of machines.
3. The type of machines is necessary to employees.
4. There must be chance of reducing expenses in office operation.
5. Whether the machine is available in India or abroad.
6. Whether all the machines are necessary at one time or in phases.
7. It must be ensured that skilled employees are available to operate the machine or will
be trained before purchasing them.
8. The extant of office space is available to install the machine.
9. Whether the machines can be repaired or not. A special care should be devoted for
imported machine.
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10. Whether spare parts of the machine are available in India freely, particularly for the
imported machines.
11. Whether the existing employees will be retrenched by the introduction of machines
or not.
12. The cost of the machine
UNIT-2
OFFICE STATIONERY AND SUPPLIES
1. Discuss the different methods of purchasing stationery.
The office manager has to purchase the stationery if the business office is very small. In
case of large business organization, a separate department is created to buy all the
stationary items. Hence, the department’s manager must have a good knowledge of
purchasing of quality stationery in an economical way. The purchased stationery can be
stored and reserved based on consumption. Generally, anyone of the followings types of
purchase followed by the large business office.
1. Tender System: Under this system, sealed tenders are invited from suppliers of
stationery. The tender form contains the information like quality, size, number, price,
offer, after sales service, discount etc. The suppliers have to send their tenders in a
sealed envelope to the business office. All the received tenders will be opened on
specified date and time and allot supplies to supplier who has quoted the lowest
price. If two suppliers quote same price, negotiations take place for finalizing the
supply. Tender system ensures the supplies throughout the year continuously and
reduces the time of purchase.
2. Quotations: This method of practice is followed by much business office in all
purchases. The business office invited as many quotations from the suppliers.
Quotation refers to the price list given by different suppliers for whom the office
stationery requirements are sent. The supplier who quote lowest price receives the
order from the office. The business office has to prepare comparative price statement
out of the quotations given by the supplier and then place the order. Suppliers will be
informed of the quality and average quantity of items to be purchased. Sometimes,
the suppliers will be asked to give sample items of stationery for clear understanding.
Order need not be placed with one supplier but with several suppliers according to
their lowest price quotation. Therefore, the suppliers can render best possible service
unless they might loose the order in next time. This system creates a kind of healthy
competition among the suppliers throughout the year and perhaps for years to come.
The advantages and disadvantages of quotation are very similar to tender system.
3. Fixed Supplier: The business office can avail the service with regard to purchase of
stationery from only one supplier. The reason is that there may be a honesty on the
part of supplier. Supplier shall expect placement or orders on the basis that supplier
supplies quality articles and will charge affordable price. In the business world, blind
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belief leads to charging of higher rate than rate prevailing in the market. Hence, the
business office can make periodical check up of market prices to measure the
honesty of the supplier. Sometimes, the supplier may charge the prices lower than the
market prices in order to attract the customers. This type of purchase is followed only
for urgent needs and for a small amount. The fixed supplier is not suitable or
advisable if the amount is heavy and in ordinary occasions.
4. Local Purchase: This type of purchases is done in the local area, i.e. the area within
the limit of the municipality corporation in the city, town, or the district. These take
place instantly or immediately when there is an urgent requirement of a particular
commodity of routine nature. An indent is raised for the commodity to be purchased
and, after receiving the approval by the competent authority of that office, the
material is purchased. This type of purchase is suitable for the items which are of
routine nature and where the cost is less or bare minimum.
2. Briefly describe the procedure of purchasing of office stationery and supplies.
Generally, the office manager has to purchase the stationery and supplies. There may be
centralized purchasing system or decentralized purchasing system. Even though, there is
a standard purchasing procedure. The common purchasing procedure for stationery is
given below.
1. The user departments or sections have given purchase requisitions.
2. Sometimes, the storekeeper may inform the purchase officer to buy the stationery
items, which have reached the minimum level.
3. The purchase officer may place the order by considering the rate of use of stationery
and the balance of stock in hand.
4. Re-order quantity is taken into account for placing an order.
5. The purchase officer has to consider offer, discount, price, after sales service, quality,
design and the like.
6. The purchase officer makes enquiries from the suppliers about the terms and
conditions of supply and asks for price lists, quotations etc after deciding the type of
stationary required
7. The purchase officer has to prepare the comparative statement based on price lists,
quotations and samples sent by the suppliers.
8. The purchase officer can commence negotiations with suppliers based on lowest price
quoted by the supplier.
9. The supplier has decided the terms and conditions for supply of stationery items and
purchasing officer, then an order has been placed with the selected supplier in a
prescribed form.
10. The purchasing order contains the details like quantity, quality, rate, time of
delivery, terms of payment etc.
11. The purchasing officer or the office manager may sign the order.
12. The purchase officer also takes the follow up action if there is any delay in the
delivery of stationery items.
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13. The purchase officer has to check up the stationery items whether they are supplied
according to order or not.
14. After receiving the stationery items, entries are made in the stationery stock register
under appropriate heads.
15. Then, the purchase officer has to inform the department, which requisitioned the
stationery regarding receipt of the same from the supplier.
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